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Abstract

This paper gives an overall introduction on big data and has tried to introduce Big Data in Tamil. It discusses the potential opportunities, benefits and likely challenges from a very Tamil and Tamil Nadu perspective. The paper has also made original contribution by proposing the ‘big data’ terminology in Tamil. The paper further suggests a few areas to explore using big data Tamil on the lines of the Tamil Nadu Government ‘vision 2023’. Whilst, big data has something to offer everyone, it is argued that Tamil language proficiency and favourable policy decision is key to the success of Big data in Tamil and more specifically in Tamil Nadu.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Computing in Tamil is certainly one of the missions that the IT Department of Tamil Nadu is striving to achieve for over 70 million native Tamil speakers [25]. Therefore proficiency in Tamil in future could play a major role [3]. According to 2013 estimates, 4 zettabytes of data were accumulated. One zettabyte is 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 bytes [12] and that is ‘Big Data’. It is estimated that by 2020, it would reach to 40 zettabytes. Language plays an important role in technology. Although there are quite a few advancements and technology in the field of Tamil Computing, the important question that needs to be answered is: ‘Are they well received and put to use?’ This paper introduces the potential opportunities of reinventing ‘Big Data’ in Tamil, the benefits it has to offer and the challenges it presents in order to achieve them.

Big data not just helps in understanding and predicting customer behaviours but also provides some useful insights on some of the key issues that almost all countries face ranging from unemployment to anti corruption and intelligent traffic system [11]. This paper aims to list some of the key areas that may be of some interest from the Tamil Nadu perspective along with the limitations identified.

According to Localisation Industry Standards Association (LISA), localisation is the process of adopting a product to meet the language, cultural and other requirements of a specific market (She-Sen Guo, 2003). It may not necessarily be confined to products. This paper further proposes the Tamil term for ‘Big Data’ on the lines of localisation to take it closer not just to the potential IT professionals who are native Tamil speakers but also to the not so tech savvy Tamil people who may not be into Computing since it is felt that ‘Big Data’ is a generic term that has something for everyone.

2. BIG DATA IN THE CONTEXT OF TAMIL LANGUAGE AND RELATED WORK

According to Oxford dictionary, data may be defined as ‘facts and statistics collected together for analysis’. Literature review suggests that ‘data’ and reference to ‘Big data’ is not language specific which means that the data obtained can be in English, Tamil, Mandarin or Arabic. The word ‘data’ in this paper’s context shall refer to Tamil. Although there have been efforts to translate the term ‘Big Data’ into Tamil, it is felt that the term is more of a literal translation of the English equivalent. There is very little work in done in ‘Big data in Tamil’ therefore it has been challenging in discussing related work with specific reference to Tamil.

3. RATIONALE BEHIND COINING A TAMIL TERM

Big data- as the name suggests refer to complex data in huge numbers - 4 zettabytes. Although the equivalent translation of ‘Peruntharavu’ exists in popular usage, it is felt that a more meaningful term is required to represent the volume of data that is being referred to. Along with translation on the lines of localisation, comes a social benefit. It is a pleasure for people to work with computers or technology in their native tongue. Recognition of language within technology is extremely important from the ‘belongingness’ point of view as the technology and computers have traditionally evolved around the English language to cater to the English speaking community. [18]. The non native English speakers may not interact with the technologies in the same manner as the native English speakers do. Many people quite strongly identify with the culture that they were brought up with and when their language is not accepted in technology, they may feel personally rejected and second rate and possibly they may never approach IT or even attempt to approach IT in their native tongue when an opportunity arises. But in a sense, the potential of these people are unknown until an opportunity is presented to them [18].

This paper proposes the Tamil terminology for Big Data as இலங்கிய தரவு (‘iLanji Tharavu’). The proposal of this terminology is based on the volume of the data - the ‘big data’ represents. The Tamil term ‘Ilanji’ is equivalent to one zettabyte which is 1018. Therefore when the term ‘iLanji Tharavu’ is used, it not just refers to ‘Big Data’ but also to the volume of ‘Big data’ and makes it meaningful for the Tamil developers and common people to visualise the amount of data that is being referred to.
4. SCOPE OF BIG DATA

The English Oxford dictionary defines a world language as “A language known or spoken in many countries”. With over 70 million native Tamil speakers and official in two countries and two dependent territories, Tamil can certainly be classified as a ‘world language’. It is important to understand how the native Tamil speakers ‘perceive’ Tamil language and to what extent is the language being used in daily lives because much of big data, its analysis and complexities of analysis is quite reliant on the language used. Eagle and Lazer (2009) have demonstrated that it is possible to accurately infer 95% of friendships based on observational data alone. The issues of behavioral and social science from the big data perspective have already begun. It is possible to use large scale mobile data as input possibly from social networking sites like Facebook and Twitter to characterize and understand individual trait, behaviour pattern, and human mobility to name a few [16]. One of the critical aspects that is suggested be taken into account while dealing with Big data in Tamil is the script used on social networking sites like Facebook - Is it Tamil in native script (ஒடம்&தம்) or is it Tamil in Roman script (Vanakkam). It is in this context, the challenge that one may have to deal with is with the issue of code mixing especially in when using the Roman script to write Tamil language [20]. Within this context, the language and its proper use by the community plays a vital role and is more likely to influence the technology. Although, one may claim to use Tamil on Facebook, previous research experiments suggest that the reference in most cases refers to Tamil being written in the Roman script.

4.1 BIG DATA AND POTENTIAL BENEFITS FOR TAMIL NADU GOVERNMENT

Under the Tamil Nadu IT initiatives, Computing in Tamil and e-Governance has gained prominence [25]. The author in the context of data security suggests that the Government has vast amount of data online. The larger question from the big data perspective is ‘What language is the data in?’ Although, Tamil is the only official language of Tamil Nadu, over ninety percent of the Government websites (statistics based on Tamil Nadu Corporations, Tamil Nadu police) are only in English [20]. It suggests that the divide between the people and Government is seemingly apparent since the ‘Official language’ is yet to be fully implemented in the state.

Businesses, governments and the research community can all derive value from ‘big data’. The main goal of a government is to maintain domestic tranquility, achieve sustainable development, secure citizens’ basic rights and promote the general welfare and economic growth [15]. Some of the developed countries have shown the way in adopting the concept of big data in order to develop useful applications that takes priority. Some of the examples include Japan’s Intelligent Traffic System, Korea’s Employment Position statistics, Singapore’s Risk Assessment and Horizon Scanning, UK’s Horizon Scanning Center.

The first step could be to identify issues within Tamil Nadu that needs immediate addressing. The expectation of a government out of big data typically revolves around economy, health care, job creation, natural disaster and terrorism [15]. According to Economic Survey 2012-13, Tamil Nadu ranks 7th in unemployment. Owing to lack of clarity and data, it is at this point assumed that unemployment in Tamil Nadu refers to the native Tamil speakers and the migrant non Tamil speakers who are permanent residents in Tamil Nadu state.

Big data is a multidimensional concept that embraces technology, decision making and public policy. It is quite possible that the socio-technological pose challenges and problems [9], [10]. The policy decisions to some extent influences the data and its analysis. One of the likely challenges in dealing with the data sets from Tamil Nadu is its language policy. Although the state’s only official language is Tamil, anecdotal evidence suggests a disconnect in its implementation and the members of the public adhering to the law of the state. As a result, the data is more likely to be in either English or Tamil or both which might add to the complexity of analysis. Therefore the first step suggested towards Big data in Tamil is to translate non Tamil data which may include but is not limited to data in Romanised Tamil into Tamil and in Tamil script. This in itself might sound like a ‘big’ task but it is argued that it could help in analysing and interpreting the data and reduce the complexities at that level.

4.2 APPLICATIONS OF BIG DATA

Big Data could play a pivotal role in some of the advanced technologies like data mining, speech recognition, cross lingual information retrieval. Shriram and Sugumaran (2009), in their research paper demonstrate on how cross lingual information retrieval can be achieved using data mining techniques. Some of the examples cited by them relate to English- Tamil- English but dealing with Tamil script- Romanised Tamil- Tamil script can particularly be challenging. It is further felt that while dealing with cross lingual information retrieval, it is important to take into account the native script rather than Romanised Tamil. Muni Kumar and Manjula (2014), in their paper have argued that ‘Big data’ could help in ‘big’ ways to achieve a more reliable and an efficient healthcare system. It is envisaged that the health care data is more likely to be in English than in Tamil which could possibly add to the complexity of data fusion, analysis, classification, inference and interpretation. It is suggested that any big data project in Tamil from the analysis, data fusion and interpretation point of view must take into account the following:

1. Tamil script
2. Regions of potential interest where Tamil is official or is a recognised minority language such as Singapore, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Mauritius and the Reunion.

It is observed that in the relentless pursuit of achieving something out of big data, some of the very basic yet critical aspect such as language and the script used is quite often either ignored or missed. For Big Data to be reinvented in Tamil, it is recommended to obtain a reasonable proficiency in Tamil which includes, reading writing and speaking. Muni Kumar and Manjula (2014), in their paper have referred to terms like ‘data’ and ‘medical records’ and ‘medical history’. But it in the context of big data, is it assumed that they are all in English? We wish to reiterate that approaches to big data and chosen methodology to pursue with complex analysis and interpretation involving big data could have consequences. For instance, if the data, for some reason are captured in English in Tamil Nadu where Tamil is the...
only official language, the ethical question that needs considering is ‘What if a person who is only literate in Tamil wishes to record his details?’ There is a social implication for the technological decisions made at each level. One of the key dimensions that could help in bringing technology closer to the intended users is the ‘cognitive dimension’ which is usually applied to people who share common language. The common language facilitates their ability to gain access to people and their information [30]. This could then be further extended to countries like Sri Lanka, Singapore, Malaysia and broadly to the Tamil diaspora.

Speech recognition is typically monolingual and such technologies are largely user dependent. Therefore it is argued that Tamil language proficiency and the ability to pronounce the Tamil sounds correctly is vital. Owing to the nature of the language, it is perceived that mispronouncing could have an impact on speech recognition especially in sounds like /p, t, f, v/. Code mixing Tamil and English could possibly be another challenge that needs to be dealt with. There are quite a few reasons for code switching. Some of them are:

- Limitation of vocabulary in the language
- When someone lives in a society where more than one language is spoken. Some of the examples are: French-German in Switzerland, Cantonese-English in Hong Kong, English-Spanish in the US, Mandarin-English in Malaysia [29]

It is opined that none of the above is applicable to Tamil and Tamil Nadu. From the official language perspective, Tamil is the only official language of Tamil Nadu and the Official language Act 1976 of the Indian Union exempts Tamil Nadu from the Act. It is therefore argued that Tamil Nadu is largely a monolingual state. The percentage of migrants to the total population of Tamil Nadu state as of 2001 was 25.4 [27].

While there are ongoing researches on speech recognition in Tamil and other Indian languages, it is important that the Tamil speech recognition is categorised into (a) Native Tamil speakers and (b) Non Native Tamil speakers. One of the reason for this categorisation is that the accent non native Tamil speakers is more likely to differ from the native Tamil speaker and in that respect it is important to closely study the pronunciation pattern of native Tamils and non native Tamil speakers. [31], [28]. Some of the research experiments suggest that the native Tamil speakers themselves have difficulty in getting the Tamil pronunciation right [20]. Big data although to a great extent can be beneficial in such applications, it is suggested that the underlying emphasis ought to be given to the language skills. And as discussed in the previous sections on how some of the more advanced countries have used big data in order to address their priorities, and on the lines of the Tamil Nadu Government’s ‘Vision 2023’ that seeks to enhance the state’s economic and social performance and further generate employment, the following areas could be explored using ‘Big Data’ and may be of particular interest to Tamil Nadu:

- Employment scope for Tamil medium students in Tamil Nadu.
- Is there a relationship between unemployment and health issues?
- Ways of bridging the employment gap filled by migrants.

5. CHALLENGES

Raj, Babak and Ashik (2015), in their paper on ‘Attitude of Tamil Nadu Tamil towards Tamil Computing’ have identified that there exists a strong relationship between ‘attitude’ towards Tamil language and its acceptance and usage in various fields especially in technology. Based on UNESCO factors, the author’s have attempted to classify Tamil in the context of Tamil Nadu and technology and have predicted it to be vulnerable since the language is largely restricted to certain domains. For the purpose of their research, the Tamil referred was without the effect of code mixing. It also depends on the source of data. For instance, if one decides to use limited amount of data from social networking sites such as Facebook and Twitter, then language and script could be a possible challenge. There is little guarantee that all the data will be in Tamil and in Tamil script. At the same time one needs to be familiar to deal with the issue of code mixing and more importantly without changing the meaning in that context. Related to the source data is ethical issue. One of the key factors that play a major role is ethics. It is felt that the data should not be exploited and privacy of individual must be protected. Exploitation of big data without regarding the legal issues, data quality and process quality quite often results in poor decisions and puts the individual to a greater risk. In most cases, the individual bear the consequences of an organisation’s low-quality decision making [4]. However, the perception of the word ‘privacy’ means different to different people. There is a huge difference in the way the Westerners perceive ‘privacy’ and the manner in which ‘privacy’ is perceived in India. To a statement ‘Data security and privacy is not really a problem because I have nothing to hide’, 89% of the US subjects disagree while only 21% of the Indian subjects disagree [22]. In this context, it might be interesting to find out the perception of ‘privacy’ from the native Tamil speakers who are residents of Tamil Nadu. Therefore, there seems to be a social science element involved even though the major focus is on ‘big data’ and technology. When a data is said to be protected, it would mean that an individual cannot be identified. In most of the western countries like the UK, data protection law exists and it is felt that there is a substantial awareness since almost all companies are required to adhere to the ‘Data protection Act’. To a question on ‘Identity theft’ in a research, 21% of the Indian subjects were concerned against 82% of the US subjects [22]. Although that research study concludes that the perception of ‘privacy’ was very different in the two regions, it cannot be ignored on those grounds. Understanding ethical implications and ensuring ethical compliance while collecting data could be a challenge especially for native Tamil speakers. The reason why we call it as a ‘challenge’ is based on some of the findings in the previous research on ‘Attitude of Tamil Nadu Tamils towards Computing in Tamil’. A few components that were taken into account and measured against certain parameters was ‘attitude towards language’, ‘language skills’ against their environment and domestic conditions that included but was not limited to policy decisions and its implementation. It is further important
from an ethical perspective to reach out to the potential participants and make them fully aware of what data is being collected, why is it being collected, how will it be used, how is it going to affect or not affect the participants, potential benefits and if there are any consequences or risk in their participation. Therefore, even if the data is being collected from social media sites like Facebook, and even if the person is a close friend, it is felt that using their data on the Facebook without their consent is a breach of privacy. Although there are a few other challenges that are related to language and data analysis and data mining, from Tamil Nadu perspective, it is felt that collecting data ethically could perhaps be the first challenge. Surrounding the ethical issue is the policy decision and law that relates to data protection. The Indian constitution has provisions for privacy and data security, but the extent to which it is being implemented needs to be understood in the socio-technological context. Do people realise its importance? Are people aware of such laws? Do the people realise its consequences? Are some of the basic questions that need to be answered as a part of any big data project in Tamil Nadu.

Though many feel that Tamil as a language has little value in Tamil Nadu [20], contrary to their perception, it is felt that the attitude could deter progress of the language in technology especially in big data. One of the key things that needs to be borne in mind is the proficiency in language in order to analyse and interpret the results. Therefore, proficiency in Tamil is extremely important should the community aspire the language to grow in the times, it could be an individual

6. CONCLUSION

Big Data in Tamil - is a unique approach contrary to the popular assumption in Tamil Nadu that anything to do with technology has to be in English [3]. It is believed that for Big Data Tamil initiative to reach the level of 1 petabyte, the Tamil community ought to use Tamil language in Tamil script on the internet and handheld devices. Although for some of the techniques and computation, English may be used but it is opined that it may still be possible to innovate equivalent techniques in Tamil. By taking Cross Lingual Information Retrieval using the data mining approach to the next level, although an innovative approach, are we encouraging ‘code mixing’ amongst the native Tamil speakers? The intent of pursuit may be different but it could implicitly mean encouraging code mixing. It is opined that there are still quite a few unsolved challenges ahead such as - Tamil language skills, code mixing, attitude of native Tamil speakers towards Tamil and Computing in Tamil, writing in Romanised Tamil to name a few. Based on the previous studies and experiments, it is foreseen that these could perhaps be detrimental in taking Tamil Computing including the proposed Big Data in Tamil to the next level.

This paper has contributed the Tamil term for big data - ‘Ilanji Tharavu’ which is believed to be the first of its kind in the field of Tamil Computing with the logic and reasoning that any terminology and methodology in the target language Tamil in this case, must take into account the cultural aspect rather than a literal translation of the English equivalent. The researcher and the team hopes that the term would be well accepted and put to good use by the Tamil community.

The challenges discussed in this paper is extensively about ethics and language although there are a few others such as government policies towards Tamil development and Information Technology, sampling issues but it was felt that of all these, ethics and language was perhaps the most important challenge that one has to overcome in the near future even before moving on to the next stage in big data analysis. Some of the challenges may relate to the policy decisions of the government. It is further felt that laws introducing Tamil proficiency test for jobs in all sectors in Tamil Nadu, mandatory Tamil medium education could not just help improve Computing in Tamil but may also have a positive impact on the usefulness of Tamil as a language in Tamil Nadu which is vital in order to further in the field of technology [3].

7. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The researcher and the team recognise that there are quite a few avenues for improvement within this area. Although this paper could form the base for many more innovative approaches within ‘Ilanji Tharavu’, we believe that a pilot study in this field could perhaps be more informative and may reflect on the discussions presented in this paper.
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